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of achieving multiple-use objectives on public land could fall, as
could the costs of achieving landscape-scale conservation goals
that require the compensation of individual landowners for enhancing biodiversity (as in the US Conservation Reserve Program). The substantial difference in biodiversity between natural
and conventionally managed systems implies ample potential for
diversification.
However, the biodiversity gap between natural and managed
systems is also cause for skepticism that more biodiversity could
be profitable. If the benefits of diversity were known, profitmaximizing land managers would have accounted for this already, enhancing diversity to the point where its private marginal
value is zero. While there is reason to think that landowners
might not be fully informed about the profit potential of more
diverse mixtures—the cost of assessing the relative performance
of many different species combinations could be prohibitive—
the BEF literature itself does not directly speak to the question
of profitability or offer guidance for land managers.
Despite demonstrating a positive relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem function, the BEF literature does not
address questions of marginal value or optimal management.
The disconnect between the ecological evidence and the key
economic questions occurs along two dimensions. The first relates to benefits and costs. Greater ecosystem productivity does
not necessarily translate into greater benefits to landowners.
More biomass may not be better if it belongs to undesirable
species or simply comes at the expense of more desirable species.
Similarly, ostensibly greater multifunctionality may come at the cost
of a particularly valuable function because current multifunctionality
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oes biodiversity pay? Increasingly, evidence points to the
important causative role of species diversity in promoting
ecosystem functioning and stability (1, 2). Experimental evidence
shows that, on average, as the level of diversity rises so too do
measures of ecosystem functioning, such as primary production and
carbon storage. The relationship applies not only to single ecosystem functions but to many functions taken together—so-called
“ecosystem multifunctionality” (3, 4). Moreover, the temporal stability of ecosystem function increases with greater levels of diversity
(5, 6). Qualitatively similar biodiversity–ecosystem function (BEF)
relationships have been demonstrated for a variety of ecosystems,
including grasslands, crop systems, and even plantation forests (7,
8). The documented ecological benefits of species diversity might
seem to suggest a positive economic value to greater diversity in
managed ecosystems.
The possibility of unrealized biodiversity payoffs has obvious
salience for private land managers, but also for society at large.
Productive forests and grasslands make up approximately onethird of the Earth’s land surface (9, 10). Even as they are managed
for private gain, they produce nonmarket ecosystem services and
provide habitat for desirable species. If landowners could simultaneously increase biodiversity and profitability, the societal costs
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1712874115

Ecological research suggests that greater biodiversity could lead to
greater economic value, even for private owners of “working”
land. However, the studies from which such a conclusion might be
inferred do not account for all relevant information in a coherent
economic framework. Our paper applies standard economic
theory to rigorously account for costs, quality, and risk. Results
indicate that higher levels of biodiversity than are typically observed on commercial grasslands would maximize landowner
value in the experimental grassland we study. Greater private
benefits from biodiversity could encourage private investment in
biodiversity and reduce the cost of public conservation efforts.
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The biodiversity–ecosystem functioning (BEF) literature provides
strong evidence of the biophysical basis for the potential profitability of greater diversity but does not address questions of optimal
management. BEF studies typically focus on the ecosystem outputs
produced by randomly assembled communities that only differ in
their biodiversity levels, measured by indices such as species richness. Landholders, however, do not randomly select species to
plant; they choose particular species that collectively maximize profits. As such, their interest is not in comparing the average performance of randomly assembled communities at each level of biodiversity but rather comparing the best-performing communities
at each diversity level. Assessing the best-performing mixture requires detailed accounting of species’ identities and relative abundances. It also requires accounting for the financial cost of individual
species’ seeds, and the economic value of changes in the quality,
quantity, and variability of the species’ collective output—something that existing multifunctionality indices fail to do. This study
presents an assessment approach that integrates the relevant factors into a single, coherent framework. It uses ecological production
functions to inform an economic model consistent with the utilitymaximizing decisions of a potentially risk-averse private landowner.
We demonstrate the salience and applicability of the framework
using data from an experimental grassland to estimate production
relationships for hay and carbon storage. For that case, our results
suggest that even a risk-neutral, profit-maximizing landowner
would favor a highly diverse mix of species, with optimal species
richness falling between the low levels currently found in commercial grasslands and the high levels found in natural grasslands.
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indices equally weight all ecosystem functions. BEF analyses address
neither such implicit opportunity costs nor explicit input costs. These
costs matter. Even if greater productivity does lead to greater benefits, the explicit costs of achieving or managing more diverse systems could outweigh the benefits.
Second, and perhaps more fundamentally, evidence relating
diversity indices to ecosystem function does not align with land
managers’ discretion in determining the specific mix of species
planted. Unlike conservation contexts in which decision makers
can influence the likely number but not the particular identities
of species that contribute to the value of carbon storage (11) or
other ecosystem services, managers of “working” ecosystems
actively determine the presence and abundance of target species.
A land manager does not receive a randomly drawn combination
of, say, grass or tree species at any given level of richness that she
might select, but rather chooses a particular combination and
relative abundance of species from a feasible set; the richness
level follows from this choice. It is the best-performing species
mix, not the average species mix, at each level of richness that
matters to a land manager.
In economic terms, the privately optimal species mix is that
which maximizes the net benefits to the landowner. (The socially
optimal mix would additionally account for costs and benefits that
accrue to others, maximizing net benefits to society. In this usage,
“optimality” corresponds to an objective measure of economic
efficiency and is not necessarily meant to convey a choice that is
ethically most preferable.) More precisely, the landowner seeks to
maximize the expected utility of her planting decision, which can
be understood as an optimal portfolio problem (12). In monetary
terms, she seeks to maximize the certainty-equivalent (i.e., riskadjusted) net present value of profits (Economic Model). Calculated over an infinite time horizon, this is equal to the certaintyequivalent value of the land. The difference in the (maximum)
certainty-equivalent value of the land at adjacent richness levels is
the marginal value of richness (Economic Model). If marginal
value is positive then (more) biodiversity pays.
Favorable species interactions (e.g., niche partitioning, which
makes competition weaker between than within species, or facilitation) are a necessary condition for some amount of diversity to
pay, but they complicate the analysis. Without interactions, it
would not be possible for a multiple-species mixture to outperform
the most profitable monoculture. Plus, risk-reduction benefits
associated with diversification could be achieved by planting
multiple species separately in monoculture, a solution equivalent to standard financial portfolio optimization (13). Species
interactions greatly complicate the optimal portfolio problem.
Imagine if an investor’s selection of equities for her portfolio
simultaneously determined the composition and competitive
structure of the market in which the firms operate. The landowner must know not only how the productivities of individual
species covary when planted in monoculture, but how they
covary and perform in the aggregate when planted in particular
combinations. Optimizing the species portfolio is an informationintensive proposition.
The method we present relies on experimental data to directly
estimate production relationships for grassland species. It draws
on the idea of the ecological production function (EPF) (14). An
EPF quantifies the relationship between ecological inputs and
particular ecosystem outputs. We extend the EPF approach to
incorporate biodiversity as an input. Building on the diversity–
interaction model (15), our empirical approach accounts for various dimensions of biodiversity—species richness, species identity,
and relative abundance—and their influence on the quantity,
quality, and variability of hay production. Utilizing data from the
longest-running biodiversity experiment in the world, which is at
Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve (Cedar Creek Long-Term
Ecological Research Data), we estimate EPFs and simulate land values
for all possible combinations of up to 16 grassland species. We
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investigate a base case, in which a risk-neutral landowner maximizes the expected net present value of hay production in 10-y
rotations, and we also explore alternative scenarios with internalized carbon values and “insurance” values (16) corresponding
to varying degrees of risk aversion (Economic Data). This study
does not attempt to capture the full social value of diversity.
Accounting for the value of other ecosystem services such as
habitat provision or the retention of nitrogen and soil might lead
the socially optimal level of diversity to diverge from the privately
optimal level studied here.
A focus on grasslands is both salient and practical. Managed
grasslands represent the most extensive land use worldwide (9).
They also offer a simpler production context than do many other
multispecies agricultural production problems, making the experimental grassland a relatively strong proxy for a commercially
managed system. Land managers seek to plant or retain species
that are highly productive in terms of biomass but also proteinrich, balancing quantity and quality. They typically use one-, two-,
three-, or four-species mixtures. However, it may be profitable to
diversify beyond four-species mixtures.
Results
We find that even a risk-neutral, profit-maximizing landowner
would favor a highly, but not maximally, diverse mix of species. In
this base case, maximal land values exhibit a pronounced inverse
U-shaped relationship with richness, peaking with an optimized
11-species mixture, while average values across all mixtures at
each richness level peak at the 16-species extreme (Fig. 1). This
pattern holds, with slight differences in optimal richness, for alternative cases that incorporate risk aversion and compensation
for carbon storage. Increasing risk aversion leads to slightly greater
species evenness but does not generally increase optimal richness.
Internalizing even a very high carbon price has little effect on the
optimal richness level. (Compensation for below-ground carbon
storage could induce changes in other management practices, not
modeled here, which might then affect optimal richness. For example, if younger plants sequester more carbon and it is possible
to reseed without losing much of the carbon already accumulated
below ground, it might be profitable to accelerate reseeding and
reduce the life of the stand. Because the yield advantage of more
diverse mixes appears to grow over time, reducing the life of the
stand might reduce the marginal value of richness.) Despite the
large and positive effect of the omitted species (mostly forbs) on
root biomass (Table S1), they are not planted due to their very
high seed prices (an order of magnitude greater than the price of
other seeds).
Across all carbon-price and risk-aversion scenarios, mixes of
9–12 species dominated by Panicum virgatum, a warm-season
grass, and Dalea purpurea (formerly Petalostemon purpureus), a
legume, making up between 35–40 and 52–56% of planted biomass, respectively, consistently yield the greatest economic value.
All other species present in the optimal mix appear at the constrained minimum (1% of planted biomass). Three nonleguminous forbs, Asclepias tuberosa, Liatris aspera, and Monarda fistulosa,
are always left out of the optimal mix, primarily due to their prohibitive prices. In comparison, the mixture maximizing an index of
multifunctionality based on the geometric mean of normalized
function values contains 15 species and is dominated by P. virgatum
(23%) and Lespedeza capitata (64%).
While the economically optimal mixes exhibit high multifunctionality, compositions that maximize multifunctionality have
poor economic performance (Fig. 2). With the exception of
monocultures, the composition maximizing economic value at
each level of richness yields between 87 and 90% of the highest
multifunctionality score at the same richness level. The converse is
not true: At each level of richness, the composition maximizing the
multifunctionality index leads to a large economic loss. This occurs
despite some similarities in composition: Both the profitBinder et al.
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maximizing and multifunctionality-maximizing mixes are dominated by a legume and P. virgatum. The two mixtures, however,
differ considerably in cost. Even compositions that maximize an
index of cost-effective multifunctionality (index value per dollar of
seed cost) perform poorly when it comes to profitability. At best,
such compositions deliver one-third of the maximal value; many
still lead to losses.
Discussion
While the BEF literature provides strong evidence of the biophysical basis for the potential profitability of greater diversity,
such evidence is incomplete for management purposes. Relying
only on information about the average relationship between
economic value and an index of biodiversity such as richness
could lead to over- or underinvestment in diversity. Based on the
average values depicted in Fig. 1, a naive land manager might
choose the 16-species mix, resulting in excess diversity relative to
the economic optimum. She would forego more than 50% additional expected profit. However, a manager currently using,
say, the most profitable three-species mix might compare the
value of that mixture to the average values of other richness
levels and decide to stay with her more profitable, low-diversity
mix. For lack of better information she, too, would forego more
than 50% in additional expected value.
Similarly, while existing multifunctionality indices provide valuable insight into ecological aspects of agroecosystems, they can also
lead to poor management prescriptions. As with average land values, multifunctionality is maximized at peak biodiversity. Also, as
with average land values, using multifunctionality as a proxy for the
landowner’s true decision criterion (risk-adjusted profit) can lead to
an inferior choice of species and a loss of profit. Multifunctionality
maximization leads not only to an overprescription of biodiversity
and some foregone profit; it leads to large economic losses at any
level of biodiversity–all for relatively little gain in multifunctionality
over the profit-maximizing compositions.
Binder et al.

Whereas the trouble with relying only on species richness lies
in averaging over different species compositions, the trouble with
multifunctionality indices lies in (arbitrarily) averaging over different ecosystem functions and ignoring input costs. Arbitrary
averaging is problematic because the marginal benefits of some
ecosystem functions are much greater than others; failing to
account for differences in cost across compositions is problematic because the marginal explicit costs (i.e., of seeds) of some
species are much greater than others. An economically rigorous
approach must consider the contributions of ecosystem functions
to the quantity, quality, or variability of particular “end products” that people value directly (17). The value of changes in the
quantity, quality, or variability of such end products must be
assessed with respect to individuals’ own subjective preferences
to back out the economic value of changes in biodiversity (18).
For management and policy purposes, ecosystem service indices
(19) can provide a useful complement to multifunctionality indices and may often be more valuable for weighing tradeoffs.
Although inference from purely ecological assessments could
lead decision makers to diverse but economically inefficient
species mixtures, our empirical analysis and simulation results
demonstrate that a biodiverse grassland can be much more
economically productive than monocultures. This holds even in
the absence of risk aversion or the internalization of carbonstorage benefits. At the same time, the marginal value of richness
ultimately falls below zero at high levels of richness. Very high
levels of richness are not optimal because even when species
interactions enhance ecosystem function they come at a cost by
diluting the abundance of particularly valuable species. Marginal
species may also have higher seed costs.
Seed cost appears to be an important part of opportunity cost
in this case. Seven of the eight different species excluded from at
least one optimal mix under the various scenarios have a seed
price greater than $100 per pound. The average price of these
excluded species is more than 13 times the average price of the
PNAS Latest Articles | 3 of 6
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Fig. 1. The figure illustrates the relationship between species richness and economic value for each of nine scenarios representing different combinations of
risk aversion and carbon price parameters. Economic value is measured as the certainty-equivalent present value of the future stream of profits from planting
a given mixture of species. Potential economic losses are underemphasized here, as negative values have been censored to zero. Each gray, open circle depicts
the value of one of the 65,535 possible combinations of species across the 16 levels of richness. The relative abundance of species has been optimized for each
combination. Red circles correspond to the species combination that yields the greatest economic value at each level of richness. Blue triangles correspond to
the average of compositions yielding strictly positive certainty-equivalent value at each level of richness, while the black squares correspond to the average of
all compositions—including those with negative values, censored to zero—at each level of richness.
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Fig. 2. The figure compares the ecological and economic performance of species compositions optimized for three different objectives: profit-maximization,
multifunctionality, and cost-effective multifunctionality (index value per dollar). Upper Left shows the multifunctionality index score for the best-performing
mixtures for each objective at each level of species richness, while Lower Left shows the net present economic value of the best-performing mixtures for each
objective at each level of richness. Lower Right unpacks the constituents of economic value, revealing how mixtures optimized for the different objectives
perform relative to one another in terms of hay quantity, hay quality, carbon storage, and seed cost.

included species. One might argue that, were the seeds of these
niche market species produced at commercial scale, their lower
prices could lead to an even more diverse optimum. The most
commonly excluded species (the nonleguminous forbs), however,
have negative interaction effects in the production of nitrogen
and are simply not as desirable as the others due to their lower
digestibility and lower individual nitrogen content (Table S1). In
other words, some species are both costly and of low value. This
points to the importance of implicit opportunity costs in addition
to explicit input costs.
Results from the application of our model to the Cedar Creek
data provide evidence consistent with the hypothesis that biodiversity pays, but they should be interpreted with care. The case
we study differs in some important ways from that facing the
manager of a hay meadow. We discuss whether and how these
differences are likely to affect the results. One important consideration is scale. We simulate per-hectare land values on the
basis of EPFs estimated from data collected on 9-m × 9-m plots.
Diversity benefits that arise from facilitation and niche partitioning might be affected by spatial scale. For example, if increasing scale brings with it an expansion of the potential niche
space, then this could enhance the benefits of the marginal
species (20). Furthermore, if there is greater production or accumulation of specialist pathogens or herbivores in larger versus
smaller monocultures, dragging down yields, then diversity benefits might have been greater had we considered larger experimental plots or whole fields. Empirically, only one biodiversity
experiment has been conducted at multiple spatial scales, finding
equivalent strengths of biodiversity effects on plant productivity
at small (12 m2) and large (400 m2) scales (21). Similarly, in
estimating the contributions of biodiversity to agricultural production in the Ethiopian highlands Chavas and DiFalco (22)
found no evidence that the value of diversity is affected by scale.
While there remains the possibility of bias, the evidence does not
seem to preclude scaling the EPF to simulate commercial land
values.
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1712874115

The sensitivity of our results to the composition of the set of
candidate species is also an important question. The set of species we study is restricted to native grassland species and excludes some important commercial hay species, such as alfalfa.
Incorporating such species in the candidate set might raise the
opportunity cost of diversification associated with diminishing
the proportion of the most desirable species. This would reduce
the optimal level of diversity. However, the results here and
elsewhere (23, 24) indicate that a substantial portion of the
benefits of diversity can be achieved utilizing only small proportions of additional species, mitigating the opportunity cost of
diversification. Nevertheless, it is important to explore how the
marginal value function might change with the candidate set.
Another important consideration is that plots in the Cedar
Creek experiment we utilize (e120) did not receive randomized
management treatments, so we are unable to investigate directly
the possible interactions or tradeoffs between biodiversity and
management intensity. Evidence suggests that the basic positive
relationship between grassland diversity and average productivity
remains under intensive management (24–26), as does the potential for transgressive overyielding, that is, for higher-diversity
mixtures to outperform the highest-yielding monocultures (25).
Increasing management intensity might still affect the marginal
value and economically optimal level of species richness. The
marginal value of richness would rise with intensity if the (presumably positive) effect of intensity positively interacts with richness. The marginal value of richness would fall with intensity if
intensity interacts negatively with richness. Even then, the optimal
level of diversity might remain unchanged, depending on whether
it is actually profitable to increase management intensity.
For hay meadows, two important dimensions of management
intensity that could affect optimal diversity are the frequency of
mowing and the rate of fertilizer application. Hay meadows are
mown anywhere from one to six times per year. Mowing intensity
appears to interact positively with the log of species richness in a
2-y experimental study with up to 16 species planted in mixture
Binder et al.
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important factor. As we have shown, the BEF literature, which
demonstrates the average relationship between richness and
ecosystem function, does not provide information sufficient for
profit-maximizing planting choices. Landowners are unlikely to
have obtained the necessary information on their own, because it
is costly. Our study leverages extensive, long-term experimental
data and advanced statistical analysis to simulate all 65,535 possible combinations of the 16 candidate species and identify the
most profitable. If the optimal seed mixture for a given pasture is
a high-diversity combination, a land manager is unlikely to
identify it by trial and error or casual experimentation. Given the
conventional wisdom in favor of low-diversity mixtures and uncertainty over the potential gains from diversification, land
managers might have had little incentive to devote the time,
effort, and land necessary to conduct the type of experiment that
could yield the insights we have produced here. Our results
suggest that such experimentation by large pasture owners or
extension services may be warranted. The analytic framework
and methodology we present offers a template to be adapted and
refined for particular management contexts.

EPF Specification and Estimation. Contributions of planted species to ecosystem outputs can be thought of as the result of individual effects associated
with particular species plus effects arising from interactions among species, as
captured in the “diversity–interaction” (DI) model (15):
y=

n
X
i=1

β i bi +

n
X

δij bi bj + «,

i>j

where y is the functional response or output variable of interest, βi represents the expected contribution of species i to ecosystem function if (or as if)
it were planted in isolation, and coefficients δij represent the change in
output due to the interaction of species i and j. (In our application to hay
production, estimation of a single output quantity suffices. In other contexts, in which species represent distinct goods, it would be necessary to
estimate separate output quantities.) Positive interaction coefficients imply
potential benefits from increasing richness. Such complementarity also implies benefits to evenness.
The DI model as proposed by ref. 15 specifies only pairwise species interactions. If unmodeled higher-order interaction effects exist—for example, one
species moderating the competition or facilitation between two others—then
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Methods
Our model applies the basic principles of production theory to assess the
relationship between biodiversity “inputs” and agricultural output. Much
applied work on the microeconomics of agricultural production relies on the
theory of the dual (31) to make inferences about the production function
based on observed market prices and cost data from a sample of individual
producers. Use of such observational data to shed light on the production
technology works well when the assumptions of the underlying theory are
likely to hold. However, if producers are unaware of potential benefits of
biodiversity and restrict themselves to low-diversity production strategies,
the costs of their corresponding decisions cannot yield insight on the unexploited region of the production set. Utilizing experimental data, as we do
here, allows a direct analysis of the production set space over a greater
range of species diversity.
We utilize detailed information on the species planted and repeated
measures of ecosystem functions over time to establish the relationship
between biodiversity and the temporal mean and variance of the quantity
and quality of hay production. Quantity and quality are aggregate, not
species-specific, variables—all species in the hay mixture are cut and baled
together—captured by measures of above-ground biomass and nitrogen
percentage, respectively. The quality of grass hay is primarily determined by
its crude protein content, which is itself a function of nitrogen content, and
we find that price scales linearly with expected crude protein content
(Economic Data). In additional analysis, we estimate the relationship between biodiversity and the mean and variance of carbon storage in the root
system, valued using the social cost of carbon (Economic Data). Taken together, estimated EPFs for above-ground biomass and nitrogen percentage
and root biomass and carbon percentage provide the basic inputs to the
economic profit and utility functions used to evaluate different species
mixtures (Economic Model).
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(26). This suggests that optimal richness might rise with more
frequent mowing, although it may be difficult to maintain diversity
at mowing frequencies in excess of three times per year (27). Evidence from ref. 26 on the short-run interaction effect of fertilization
is weaker—an index of mowing and fertilization intensity shows
statistically significant positive interaction effects while the interaction effect of fertilizer alone is positive but statistically insignificant—and in the long run high levels of realized diversity are
difficult to maintain with the application of fertilizer (27). In the
case of fertilizer, then, it might be cheaper to produce the same
level of output using high-intensity management with relatively little
diversity than to rely on a high-diversity mixture. Existing evidence
allows a simple thought experiment. In controlled experiments,
average yields of unfertilized, high-diversity plots are comparable to
those of fertilized low-diversity plots (26). Assume that the bestperforming four-species mix could achieve the same yield (and
quality) with fertilization as the optimal 11-species mix does without
fertilization in our study. The landowner would incur annual fertilizer costs of approximately $68 per acre (28) in exchange for
saving only $50.35 per acre in seed cost over the life of the stand.
Accounting for risk-reduction benefits of the high-diversity mix sets
an even higher bar for fertilization to outperform diversification.
The various factors considered above have the potential to
alter the optimal level of species richness, but none obviously
overturns the prima facie evidence we offer that biodiversity can
pay. This raises two important questions. First, if many landowners decided to increase species diversity, could the apparent
advantage of biodiversity be sustained in the face of landscape
and market effects not considered in our analysis? One such
effect is that, as field-scale diversity rises, landscape-scale biodiversity could also rise. Increased landscape diversity might
provide additional benefits to landowners at the field scale by
further decreasing the risk of pest or disease outbreaks (29, 30).
These ecological effects would only enhance the degree to which
biodiversity pays, although as positive externalities they would
not factor into landowners’ private assessment of the optimal
level of species richness.
Economically, there are both partial and general equilibrium
price effects to consider. First is a (partial equilibrium) change in
output prices. Theoretically, an increase in market supply could
lead prices to fall proportionally more than quantity sold increases, and the consequent loss in revenues could outweigh
producers’ cost savings. Whether this would actually occur is an
empirical matter, which depends on the price elasticity of demand for hay. From either a normative perspective or a positive
perspective, however, the question is moot. The producers’ loss
is the consumers’ gain; overall surplus still increases. Also, producers still face the individual incentive to invest in biodiversity.
A second, more subtle issue is the potential general equilibrium change in input prices. As producers’ derived demand for
biodiversity increases, this could change the price of seeds. Because demand for the most widely used species would fall as
producers diversify, prices of those seeds would drop. Seed prices
of less-common species would likely rise—especially in the short
run—as demand increases, though prices could drop in the
longer run if seed suppliers were able to exploit economies of
scale and reduce costs per unit. Changes in input demand and
consequent price changes might be slight if the benefits of diversification can be achieved with relatively small proportions of
marginal species. In any case, while demand-driven relative price
changes for seeds of different species could affect the composition of a producer’s optimal species mix and reduce optimal
species richness relative to the partial equilibrium analysis, they
would not eliminate the advantage of diversification relative to
the low-diversity status quo (or else they would not occur).
There still remains the fundamental question: Why would land
managers not already have taken advantage of potential gains
from greater diversity? Informational constraints are likely an

the included coefficients represent the statistical average of effects across all
observed levels of richness. They do not necessarily represent the expected
identity and interaction effects that would be observed in monoculture or
two-species mixtures. One must account for higher-order effects to obtain
more informative parameter estimates for planting decisions. With a very
small set of candidate species, it may be possible to estimate all possible
interaction effects. In most cases, however, the data requirements for estimating a full model are prohibitive.
Lacking the statistical power to identify significant differences in the effects of higher-order interactions for different combinations of species, one
might instead include an average effect δk for each k-way interaction:
y=

n
X
i=1

βi bi +

n
X

δij bi bj +

i>j

n
X

δk Πk ðb1 , b2 , ..., bn Þ,

k=3

where the elementary symmetric polynomial Πk ðb1 , b2 , . . . , bn Þ is the sum of
all Cðn, kÞ products of species proportions. The aggregate value of the additional k-way interaction effects is driven by richness and evenness: The
greater the richness, the more terms; the greater the evenness, the stronger
is each effect. Thus, when n > 5, it may be possible to estimate a more
~ E,
~ and their interaction, where
parsimonious model that includes only R,
~=
R
~=
E





R if R > 2
0 if R ≤ 2

E if E > 2
.
0 if E ≤ 2

This is the strategy we follow. We also estimate functional group interactions
rather than individual species interactions to achieve further parsimony.
Because we do not have strong a priori reason to include or exclude particular
interaction terms from our model specifications, we employ the Akaike information criteria with finite-sample adjustment for the purpose of model selection (specifically, using a forward selection procedure with -vselect- in Stata 13).
In all cases, we retain individual species effects. With the selected ordinary least
squares models, we test for random effects, panel-level heteroskedasticity, and
serial correlation. Consistent with the notion that biodiversity affects the variability of ecosystem function, we reject the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity
for each of the ecosystem functions on the basis of a likelihood ratio test
(P > χ 2 = 0.0000 in each case). Testing for random effects and serial correlation
both individually and jointly, we reject the null hypothesis of no random effects
for all but root carbon content and reject the null of no serial correlation for root
and above-ground biomass. We reestimate each equation accordingly via maximum likelihood using Stata’s flexible -mixed- command.
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In addition to estimating models for the expected value of each ecosystem
output, we utilize information from the variance–covariance structure to
account for the role of biodiversity in promoting stability. With T years of
observations on plots k = 1,...,N,
 
Ω = Eð««’Þ = diag wk2 ⊗ IT ,
where wk2 is the plot-specific intertemporal variance. For each ecosystem
function, we estimate a DI model of the intertemporal variance, using the
maximum likelihood estimates of wk from the original model.
Optimization. Given the estimated EPFs, it is possible to identify the most desirable
species mix using the relevant profit and utility functions (Economic Model).
However, identification of the optimal species mix is complicated by the possible
nonconvexity of the EPFs, which arises due to species interactions. Concavity of
the production function requires that the matrix of second derivatives (the
Hessian) be negative semidefinite. This condition will not generally hold for a
production function with species interaction effects. For any given combination
of species, there may be multiple locally optimal species proportions. Not only
might the optimization problem be nonconvex for a given combination of
species, but the production function will exhibit jump discontinuities in richness
as species are added to or removed from a combination.
We avoid the problem of jump discontinuities because we solve for the
constrained optimum of species proportions—any species planted must
make up at least 1% of total planted biomass—for each of the 65,535 possible combinations of species. The optimization algorithm is not required to
compare across different combinations, let alone different richness levels.
Optimizing the relative abundance of species in a given combination still
faces the challenge of nonconvexity. We employ a gradient-based search
procedure, MATLAB’s fmincon, to identify optimal species proportions. For
each combination of n species, the procedure runs from n + 1 initial points—
the maximum constrained proportion of each species, plus full evenness—to
guard against the possibility of multiple local optima due to species interaction effects. The gradient-based search appears to perform well. It
executes more quickly and reliably than does MATLAB’s genetic algorithm.
In many cases, the genetic algorithm fails to converge on superior solutions
identified by the gradient-based method and does not find any solutions
superior to those of the gradient-based method.
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